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The Collection 2022
The Alexander Collection 2022 will be the seventh season where local
professional artists have been invited to show their work at The Alexander
Centre, giving our local community and visitors from further afield the
opportunity to enjoy an exhibition of excellent artworks.
During the unsettled times of the past two years, in cooperation with artists
from previous years and guest artist Rose Wylie, we launched The Virtual
Alexander Collection with unique works of art produced by alumni during the
lockdown periods and these can still be viewed at:
www.thealexandercollection.org.uk
Going forward we made the decision to ask artists if they would be prepared
to allow us to show their work for a period of two years at The Alexander
Centre, giving them the chance to introduce new works over this time should
they wish. We invited previous alumni, Simon Ashmore, David Hayward,
Estelle Jourd, Jeff Lowe and Gabrielle Nesfield to be part of this next stage in
The Collection’s journey.
As ever we are grateful to everyone who has made this exhibition possible.
A huge thank you to the team at The Alexander Centre, Simon Fawcett and
Laura Nicholson, to Neil Brown who designed The Virtual Collection and this
brochure, to Arts4Kent, Macknade and Shepherd Neame for their generosity,
and most especially to our five artists.
We hope you will enjoy seeing the work of these talented national and
international artists as much as we enjoyed planning the exhibition.

Graham Setterfield, Chair
Pim Baxter OBE, Patron The Alexander Collection
Alison Fellows, General Manager

Water, Photograph

Simon Ashmore
Primarily working with photography and employing a wide range of
techniques from Victorian era printing processes through to digital
manipulation, Simon’s work is characterised by expressive and often
abstract images.
Drawing inspiration from abstract impressionist painting and unconcerned
with photography’s traditional association with faithful representation,
Simon’s aim is to create images that stimulate emotional or intellectual
responses. The passage of time, loss, memory and hope are recurring
themes in his work.
Simon’s first book I Am Not The Rain was published by Kozu Books in 2020.

www.simonashmore.com

The Geologist (2017), Encaustic

February Sunset, Oil on canvas

David Hayward

Estelle Jourd

David’s paintings are primarily concerned with the abstract qualities of colour
and surface and how these can be ordered in ways that allude to aspects of
the physical world and to memories of specific places and events. He works
mainly in encaustic (oil colour dissolved in molten wax) - its opacity and
malleability make it a medium that encourages the accidental, allowing each
painting to develop in unforeseen ways.

Estelle has lived and worked in Whitstable for most of her life and studied art
at the Kent Institute of Art and Design in Canterbury.
Her paintings are of the local area; the ever changing sea and sky and the
flat marshland that inspire and challenge her. She also worked in Cornwall
at Brisons Veor near St. Jude, where she enjoyed wild weather and the
magnificent rocky coastline. Preferring to work from memory, over a period
of time, layering the paint until the history of marks and colours create the
desired texture and form.
She has exhibited and sold work extensively in the Canterbury area,
nationally and overseas.

www.david-hayward.com

Instagram @estellejourd

In the close distance no. 101, Monoprint (unique)

Vanitas for JN (detail), Oil on canvas

Jeff Lowe

Gabrielle Nesfield

Known for his large scale architecturally inspired works, Jeff Lowe’s sculpture
has demonstrated a continuous engagement with materials and making
throughout his career. A student of ‘The New Generation’ of British sculptors
that emerged in the 1960’s, Lowe studied at the Saint Martin’s School of Art
between 1971-75, and was taught by many of the prominent sculptors of this
time including William Tucker, Philip King and Anthony Caro.

Gabrielle studied at Canterbury College of Art, then for 3 years at the Royal
College of Art, London. For many years she was a sessional lecturer in
Painting at the Kent Institute of Art & Design.

Having lived in London and Portugal since the 1970’s, Lowe moved to The
Limeworks in 2017. This converted concrete building and workshop in
Faversham inspired Lowe to change his sculpture dramatically. Working with
curvilinear sheets of aluminium, which incorporated openings, overlapping
layers, and dramatic use of colour.

www.jeff-lowe.com

Exhibitions include works shown in London’s National Theatre, in Germany,
and Italy. She has shown several times in the Brighton and Canterbury
Festivals, and also in two solo shows at Keynes College, University of Kent.
Work is represented in private collections in the University of Kent, in France,
Germany, Switzerland, Russia, and the USA.

rct.gmn@gmail.com

The Alexander Centre
2022 marks the ten year anniversary of The Alexander Centre as a CIC and
its dedication to continuing to develop the building and its role as a vibrant
community, arts and business centre.
The Alexander Collection is an important part of this year’s anniversary
celebrations and an opportunity to once again use the spaces in this
beautiful building to showcase the work of talented modern British artists.
The Alex offers a wide programme of events, activities and festivals, as well
as providing serviced office accommodation to a variety of local businesses
and entrepreneurs, it is run as a non-profit making Community Interest
Company by a group of volunteer Members and Directors, who oversee a
small team of permanent staff.
The Alexander Centre has made significant progress restoring and investing
in this historic and prestigious building that sits in the heart of Faversham.
Under the management of the CIC, the Alexander Centre will continue to
support the local economy and be a place for Faversham to be proud of.

bookings@thealex.org.uk
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